
the application of a surface treatment to products 
constructed of natural stone and engineered stone to reduce 
staining and corrosion.

Modern stone sealers are divided into 2 categories:
Topical sealers
Topical Sealers are coating (film formers) designed to protect the surface of 
the stone against water, oil, and other contaminants. They are formulated 
from natural waxy, acrylic, and other plastic compounds. When a topical sealer 
is applied, the maintenance program often shifts from a program focused on 
stone care to a program focused on the maintenance of the sealer (for example: 
stripping and reapplication).1

Impregnating sealers
Impregnators are water- or solvent-based solutions that penetrate below the 
surface and become repellents. They are generally hydrophobic (water-repelling), 
but are also oliophotic (oil-repelling). Impregnators keep contaminants out, but 
do not stop the interior moisture from escaping. These products are considered 
“breathable,” meaning they have vapor transmission.1

1 Marble Institute of America
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MATERIAL PROTEX PROSEAL HYDREX GLYDEX

MARBLE - Polished MODERATE  VERY GOOD  VERY GOOD GOOD

MARBLE - Honed/Brushed GOOD  VERY GOOD MODERATE MODERATE

GRANITE - Polished  MODERATE  VERY GOOD GOOD GOOD

GRANITE - Honed/Brushed  GOOD  VERY GOOD LOW MODERATE

EXOTIC GRANITE - Polished  MODERATE  VERY GOOD MODERATE GOOD

EXOTIC GRANITE - Honed/Brushed  GOOD  VERY GOOD LOW MODERATE

LIMESTONE/SANDSTONE - Polished  VERY GOOD  VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE

LIMESTONE/SANDSTONE - Honed/Brushed  VERY GOOD  VERY GOOD LOW MODERATE

TERAZZO,CONCRETE AGGLOMERATE - Polished  VERY GOOD  VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE

TERAZZO,CONCRETE AGGLOMERATE - Honed/Brushed  VERY GOOD  VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE

ENGINEERED STONE - Polished GOOD GOOD MODERATE MODERATE

ENGINEERED STONE - Honed/Brushed GOOD GOOD LOW MODERATE

CHANGE THE COLOR OF THE STONE YES/SHEEN NO NO NO
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We have the right sealer
for the job!
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WAXES / Topical

Black liquid wax for black granite

Improves black color

Helps protect Uniblack1

Creates a topical protection

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Professional Use For all users

Materials Black granite

Coverage 215-323 sq. ft. per quart depending on  
 porosity of stone

UNIBLACK BLACK GRANITE TREATMENT Uniblack 2 is a formulated black liquid wax used to increase the black effect on polished, brushed and 
smooth surfaces. The Uniblack 2 increases the black effect while increasing the gloss.  The product can be used on automatic waxing machines or manually. 
Recommended for restoring old materials which have lost their blackness.

CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid 1 Qt 12 1MUNI2

TEWAX PASTE CLEAR Tewax is used to increase the brilliance of glossy surfaces like onyxes, marble, natural stones, granite, agglomerates, terrazzo. 
Tenax solid wax is a result of special waxes melted through solvents that allow a high penetration level on treated material leading to a long-lasting effect.

TEWAX PASTE BLACK Tewax is used to increase the brilliance of glossy surfaces like onyxes, marble, natural stones, granite, agglomerates, terrazzo. 
Tenax solid wax is a result of special waxes melted through solvents that allow a high penetration level on treated material leading to a long-lasting effect.

COLOR CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Clear Knife 1 Qt 12 1MCA00BG50

COLOR CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Black Knife 1 Qt 12 1MCT01BG50

Brightens up lost polish

No solvents that contain trichloroethylane (may cause 
dangerous irreversible effects to humans

May increase polish from 5-6 to 15-16 point of gloss

Long lasting effect

Brightens up lost polish

No solvents that contain trichloroethylane (may cause 
dangerous irreversible effects to humans

May increase polish from 5-6 to 15-16 point of gloss

Long lasting effect

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Use For all users

Materials Onyx, marble, granite, natural stones, agglomerates, terrazzo

Coverage 215-323 sq. ft. per quart depending on  
 porosity of stone

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Use For all users

Materials Onyx, marble, granite, natural stones, agglomerates, terrazzo

Coverage 215-323 sq. ft. per quart depending on  
 porosity of stone



WAXES / Topical

Visit www.tenax4you.com for more information.

PRODUCT SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid Classic 1 Qt 12 1MAA00BG50

PRODUCT SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid New 1 Qt 12 1MAA00BG60

CERAFLUIDA LIQUID WAX CLASSIC CeraFluida Liquid “Classic” is a transparent liquid wax, used to increase the polishing effect on onyxes, 
marble, natural stones, granite, agglomerates, and terrazzo. The application may increase the polish from 6-7 to 19-20 points of gloss. 

CERAFLUIDA LIQUID WAX NEW  CeraFluida Liquid “New” wax is for the treatment of natural stones like onyxes, marbles, agglomerates and 
terrazzo material. 

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Professional Use For all users

Materials Onyx, marble, granite, agglomerates, terrazzo

Coverage 215-323 sq. ft. per quart depending on   
 porosity of stone

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Professional Use For all users

Materials Onyx, marble, natural stone, granite, agglomerates, terrazzo

Coverage 215-323 sq. ft. per quart depending on porosity of stone

 Increases polishing effect

Use on rough or brushed surfaces to 
obtain a semi-matte effect

Drys very quickly

Marble - Increases polish, eliminates superficial 
defects and accents the color

Granites - increases polish and enhances color

Light protective effect and stain resistant

CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid 1 Qt 12 1MTPETROLUX

Liquid 200 Ltr 1 1MTPETROLUX200

PETROLUX TRANSPARENT MICROFISSURE REPAIR & POLISH

Disquise webbing and microfissures

Increase the color depending on the granite

Adds topical shine and polish to surface

Easy to apply - simply apply to surface, allow to haze and 
wipe off with clean cloth or towel

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Professional Use For all users

Materials Polished stone

Coverage 215-323 sq. ft. per quart depending on porosity of stone



STONE ENHANCERS & SEALERS / Impregnating

Use to obtain "wet" effect

Excellent water-oil repellent properties

Anti graffiti

No surface film

Perfect for matching edge of stone with stone 
surface

No yellowing to sunlight

Works well to disquise small scratches 

Use to obtain "wet" effect on more porous & exotic stones

Excellent water-oil repellent properties

Anti graffiti

Perfect for matching edge of stone with stone surface

No yellowing to sunlight

Works well to disquise small scratches 

AGER STONE COLOR ENHANCER AND SEALER Suitable for color enhancing all types of marbles, travertines, stones, granites and agglomerates. 
Used to obtain a “wet” effect both for indoor and outdoor application. Perfect for bringing out a deep rich color in stone. Works excellent for matching the edge 
of the stone with the surface polish. May be applied on polished, flamed, rough or sanded surfaces. The product does not change color when exposed to the 
sun. Ager works as both a stone color enhancer AND a premium grade high quality sealer.

CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid .250 Ltr 50 1MPA00BD80

Liquid 1 Qt 12 1MPA00BG50

Liquid 5 Ltr 1 1MPA00BG60

Liquid 64 Ltr 1 1MPA00BG70

Liquid 200 Ltr 1 1MPA00BG90

AGER TIGER STONE COLOR ENHANCER AND SEALER FOR EXOTIC STONES We suggest the application of Ager Tiger on the edge of 
resined granites, particularly exotic stones, when it is necessary to match the color between the resin treated top and the untreated edge. It is also suitable 
for aging marbles, travertines, stones, granites, and agglomerates when the surface is very porous. AGER TIGER is also a fantastic sealer against oil, graffiti, 
and household stains. 

CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid .250 Ltr 50 1MPA001BG40

Liquid 1 Qt 12 1MPA001BG50

Dark Honed Light Honed

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Professional Use For all users

Materials Marble, travertine, granite, stones and agglomerate

Coverage 160-180 sq. ft. per quart depending on porosity of stone

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Professional Use For all users

Materials Marble, travertine, granite, stones and agglomerate

Coverage 160-180 sq. ft.per quart depending on porosity of stone

 VOC Compliant

Excellent water-oil repellent properties

Anti graffiti

Approved for food contact in compliance with the 
European rule 90/128 ECC

CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid .250 Ml 50 1MPA00BG501250

Liquid 1 Ltr 12 1MPA00BG501

QUARTZ TONER Tenax Quartz Toner is a surface treatment that can be used to enhance Quartz, Engineered, and agglomerate stones.  Perfect for 
bringing out a deep rich color in quartz and engineered stone.  Works excellent for matching the edge of the stone with the surface polish. May be applied on 
polished, flamed, rough, sanded, honed, and brushed finishes. Works well to disguise small scratches. Quartz Toner is also suitable to protect surfaces against 
oil and water. Quartz Toner works as both a stone color enhancer AND a premium grade high quality sealer. Excellent for counter tops because it is approved 
for food contact in compliance with the European rule 90/128 ECC. 

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor 

Professional Use For all users

Materials Quartz, engineered stone and agglomerates

Coverage 215-300 sq. ft. per liter depending on porosity of stone
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Penetrating sealer

Excellent water-oil repellent properties

Anti graffiti

Will not change color of stone

UV stable

Penetrating sealer

Excellent water-oil repellent properties

Anti graffiti

Water based

Does not change color of stone

UV stable

VOC free

CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid .250 Ltr 50 1MMA00BD80

Liquid 1 Qt 12 1MMA00BG50

Liquid 5 Ltr 1 1MMA00BG55

Liquid 64 Ltr 1 1MMA00BG60

Liquid 200 Ltr 1 1MMA00BG70

HYDREX SEALER Hydrex is a penetrating sealer that prevents liquids (stains) from penetrating into the material through its micro-porosities. Hydrex 
allows the stone to breathe to maintain its natural characteristics. It is especially affective on polished granite and polished marbles. Hydrex operates on the 
surface of materials.

GLYDEX WATER BASED SEALER Glydex is an anti-stain, water and oil proof sealer for granite and similar stone.Hydex is completely free of organic 
solvent. Glydex operates on the surface of the stone. Glydex fills the microporosities of the stone to prevent liquids from penetrating the material yet remains 

permeable to vapours, allowing the stone to breathe and keep the characteristics of the stone unchanged. 

Our most popular granite sealer

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Professional Use For all users

Materials Granite, carrera, Thassos, Trani, Botticini, marfill

Coverage 215-323 sq. ft per liter depending on porosity of stone

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Use For all users

Materials Granite, marble

Coverage 215-323 sq. ft.per liter depending on porosity of stone

PROSEAL PREMIUM GRADE SEALER Proseal is suitable to protect granite against liquid chemicals like beverages and similar liquids. It also works 
well with polished, honed, marble with high porosity.  Proseal fills the pores of the stone and protects the stone from oil and water stains. Proseal allows the 
stone to breathe without leaving a film on the surface. Wait 24 hours to allow the stone to dry and reach 100% protection. The protection will last up to 4-5 
years if the product is applied correctly on the surface and areas that are not under direct wear and use.

PROTEX DEEP PENETRATING SEALER Protex is one of the top premium sealers on the market today. Protex works extremely well on sandy 
amorphous material mixed with the presence of silicate and calcium carbonate, such as Pietra Leccese, Pietra Vicenza, limestone, etc.  After the application a 
light increase of color can be seen but depends on the type of stone and where the product is applied. 

CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid 1 Qt 12 1MTPROTEX

Deep penetration into the pores of the stone

Will not change color of stone

Excellent water-oil repellent properties

UV Stable

Excellent for polished, honed, brushed, matte finishes

Deep penetration into the pores of the stone

Excellent water-oil repellent properties

UV Stable

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Professional Use For all users

Materials Granite, marble, limestone, travertine, grout

Coverage 215-323 sq. ft. per quart depending on porosity of stone

Indoor / Outdoor Indoor / Outdoor

Professional Use For all users

Materials All types of stone and porous material

Coverage 108-162 sq. ft. per quart depending on porosity  
 of stone

CONSISTENCY SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Liquid .250 Ltr 50 1MTPROSEAL02

Liquid 1 Qt 12 1MTPROSEAL

Liquid 5 Ltr 1 1MTPROSEAL05

Liquid 200 Ltr 1 1MTPROSEAL200

No other sealer will penetrate 
and protect as well as Proseal.

Seals grout also.

Item SIZE PCS/BX PART #

Glydex-Water Based 1 Ltr 12 1MTGLIDEX

SEALERS / Impregnating


